Matariki Mobility Scheme for Doctoral/PhD students and Post-doctoral researchers in the years 2020-2021

The University of Tübingen offers funding for two incoming doctoral students (PhD candidates, ‘ABD’) or postdocs from our Matariki partners per year.

Who may apply? – Doctoral candidates (PhD students) writing their dissertation at Dartmouth, Durham, Otago, Queen’s, Uppsala, or UWA, and postdocs doing research at these universities may apply for a research stay at the University of Tübingen. Duration: min. 2 weeks – max. 3 months during the years 2020-2021. MNU doctoral/PhD students as well as postdocs need to identify a professor at the University of Tübingen who agrees to host them.

Priority research fields in this PhD/Postdoc Mobility Scheme are the Matariki Research Themes *, but doctoral candidates/postdocs from other existing collaborations can also apply.

Requirements for application of MNU doctoral and postdoc students:
- Name and contact details of the Tübingen host
- Information on the applicant (CV)
- Information on the PhD or Master’s Degree (certificate) or other qualifying/comprehensive exams
- Information on the planned research in Tübingen, incl. the relation to one of the Matariki Research Themes or other ongoing collaboration with Tübingen researchers (2-3 pages)
- Time and duration of the planned research stay
- Letter of support from the home university
- Letter of support from the Tübingen host.

Funding: 1,365 € /month for PhD students and 1,500 € for postdocs for subsistence costs. Travel expenses (documented costs) up to € 1,000 € might be reimbursed if not covered by the home university.

Accommodation: The Welcome Center of the University of Tübingen and the Tübingen Matariki Coordinator will help with accommodation and other requirements during the stay in Tübingen (welcomecenter@uni-tuebingen.de).

Rolling application with no deadline.

When all funds per year have been awarded, the call will be closed.

Please send your application to:

**Dr. Andrea Schaub**, Director of the Tübingen Research Division  
(exu@uni-tuebingen.de)  phone: +49/7071/29-72592

and

**Dr. Karin Moser v. Filseck**, Tübingen Matariki Coordinator  
(karin.moser@uni-tuebingen.de)  phone: +49/7071/29-77353

Please also inform the Matariki Coordinator at your home university!

The University of Tübingen also strongly encourages **Tübingen PhD students** and young **postdoctoral researchers** to use the opportunity for a research stay at one of the Matariki universities. For this, outgoing PhD students / postdocs are requested to apply for funding at the DAAD or other funding institutions.

Please contact for this the **Tübingen Matariki Coordinator**, Dr. Karin Moser v. Filseck  
(karin.moser@uni-tuebingen.de)  phone: +49/7071/29-77353